Designed to support the unique needs of education students, researchers, and teachers.

Education is an ever-evolving field of study, and the recent pandemic has highlighted new ways of leveraging technology and raised awareness of the need to promote equity in the classroom. Education students and researchers need simpler paths to complete assignments and find information to support their research—whether investigating the viability of research topics, or identifying relevant literature to address their research questions.

ProQuest One Education brings together the content needed for study and research of education onto an intuitive and user-friendly interface created specifically for the discipline.

Authoritative Multi-Format Content
Meets the needs of education users of all levels by bringing together the content they need across multiple format types all in one place. The carefully chosen content includes scholarly journals, books, videos, reports, dissertations, news articles and more brought together into a trusted and high-quality collection for serious research and study.

Education-Specific User Interface
Features a user-friendly interface tailored to the discipline, guiding students and researchers through concepts with ease. Its intuitive structure and browse-friendly visuals swiftly connect users to curated content, streamlining research tasks and assignments.

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
Authoritative Multi-Format Content

Different types of content are needed by different users depending on their assignment or research task. ProQuest One Education includes content to support multiple users, whether it’s an undergraduate looking for an assignment topic, a PhD student putting together a literature review, or a professor looking for classroom resources.

Over 1,000 full text scholarly journals allow users to stay on top of the latest issues in the field with the current scholarship from the most important publications such as Harvard Educational Review, YC Young Children, and Language Teaching.

More than 5,500 videos of teaching demonstrations, lectures, documentaries, and footage of students and teachers in actual classrooms show the behavior, tone, facial expression, and body language that define effective teaching.

A collection of over 12,500 books for comprehensive, in-depth study including over 500 CHOICE and RCL award winners and titles from major publishers such as Bloomsbury, Routledge, and SUNY Press.

Unique content from over 110,000 dissertations and theses helps users make new discoveries by tapping a vast amount of early scholarly content and cutting-edge thought.

Over 200,000 specially selected education-related articles from a variety of well-known newspapers such as New York Times, The Guardian, Globe and Mail, and USA Today give an accessible way to introduce students to topics and show theories and ideas in their broader context.

Users can explore education policies and their impact with 160,000 research reports from think tanks, governments, research organizations, and advocacy groups including the Brookings Institution, US Department of Education, and the World Bank.

The content from ERIC, the world’s most widely used index to educational-related literature, offers over one million records of journal articles, research reports, curriculum and teaching guides, conference papers, and books.
Education-Specific User Experience

A logical and intuitive layout for studying the discipline

The unique interface has been specially created to meet the needs of those studying, researching, or teaching education. It is organized and structured to align with common areas of research and study, with content grouped together in a way that is intuitive and logical to those in the discipline. Combined with specialized indexing based on the internationally recognized ERIC thesaurus, it allows users to find more of the information they need more quickly and with more precision.
Education-Specific User Experience

Topic Pages provide one stop shops for ideas, concepts, and key study areas

Topic Pages bring together a curated selection of relevant articles, videos, books, dissertations and more, to provide students and researchers with a convenient, all-in-one perspective on a topic and help faculty create course materials for assignments and discussion. There are four main types of Topic Pages:

1. Subjects
Make it easier for users to identify topics for future projects, understand common concepts more deeply, and explore connected ideas. These pages are categorized into nine specializations:

- Administration & Leadership
- Curriculum & Instruction
- Diversity & Inclusion
- Education Technology
- Evaluation & Assessment
- Psychology & Counselling
- Research Concepts
- Student Life
- US Education Policy

2. Theories
Allow users to explore the key theories underpinning the discipline, including their formation, and how they apply to practical teaching methods. Examples include Constructivism, Cognitivism, and Sociocultural Theory.

3. Theorists
Explores the thinkers that have shaped the discipline and influenced teaching methods and education policy and laid the groundwork for future theoretical developments. Includes Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, and John Dewey.

4. Teaching Methods
Staying up to date with the latest teaching methods makes it easier for students and researchers to understand the relationship between theory and real-world application. Examples include: Scaffolding, Direct Instruction, and Game Based Learning.